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A

Sculpture

5

Banan
Height 38 cm
Oil on Ceramics
2019

6

Stare
Height 25 cm
Oil on Ceramics
2018

7

Jogging Pants
Height 37 cm
Oil on Ceramics
2018

8

Nordic Walking
Height 32 cm
Oil on Ceramics
2019

9

Toy Car
Height 61 cm
Oil on Ceramics
2019

10

Ruff
Height 36 cm
Oil on Ceramics
2019

11

The Cat
Height 38 cm
Oil on Ceramics
2019

12

Trolly
Height 39 cm
Oil on Ceramics
2019

13

B

Drawing

15

Man on Stone
42 × 29 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2018

16

Roland
42 × 29 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2018

17

Peter
42 × 29 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2018

18

Three Beer
42 × 29 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2018

19

Criticism
42 × 29 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2018

20

Stair
42 × 29 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2018

21

Sleeping Couple
42 × 29 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2018

22

Noodle Freak
42 × 29 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2018

23

Pipe Smoker
15 × 15 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2016

24

Fire
50 × 50 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2018

25

Lido
15 × 15 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2016

26

Dancing
30 × 30 cm
Pastel and Coal on Paper
2016

27

C

Painting

29

Portrait
30 × 30 cm
Oil on Canvas
2017

30

Glacis
100 × 100 cm
Oil on Canvas
2017

31

Window I
70 × 80 cm
Oil on Canvas
2018

32

Window II
70 × 80 cm
Oil on Canvas
2018

33

Ida
60 × 80 cm
Oil on Canvas
2018

34

Leg
33 × 33 cm
Oil on Canvas
2018

35

One-Sided
60 × 90 cm
Oil on Canvas
2017

36

Self-Portrait as Fuchs in the forest
100 × 100 cm
Oil on Canvas
2017

37

Shopping Street
100 × 120 cm
Oil on Canvas
2018

38

Radio
70 × 100 cm
Oil on Canvas
2018

39

D

Printing

41

Bus
29,7 × 42 cm
Etching, partial colouring, edition of 14
2019

42

Window
12 × 15 cm
Etching, partial colouring, edition of 7
2018

43

Tarlabaşı
70 × 100 cm, 4 piece Series
Aluminium etching and printing plate, edition 2
2015

➝ Attachment
44

45

Under Layers, Stories, History
70 × 100 cm
Installation, woodcut printing block, garnet cartridge
2015

➝ Attachment
46

47

E

Space

49

„Kunst am Bau”, Kindergarten Weißkirchen an der Traun, Austria
16 × 1,5 m
Pastel and carving on maple wood
2017

50

51

52

53

„Pyjama Man” – A Monument to Wels II
2×4m
Photo Sketch, Plot
2019
Diploma Thesis
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Tarlabaşı
70 × 100 cm, series of 4
Aluminium etching & printing plate, edition 2
2015

Just as the protests on the streets of Istanbul have
fallen silent, so too has the view of the city disappeared. The district Tarlabaşı lies only a few hundred
meters away from the Istiklal which flows into the
Taksim and remains invisible for those eyes which
are not at home in it. The manifestations of massive
state repression have placed their references to
the streets of the city. In Tarlabaşı scars are added
to space and people by the city government as an
extended arm of a repressive state.
The artistic examination deals with the disappearance of the Istanbul district Tarlabaşı. The representation does not show „the real existing street”,
but much more a reconstructed impression, a
feeling, the attempt of an approach to what remains
in the thoughts of Tarlabaşı. It shows a process of
detachment from the real existing place.
At the end, the sculptural object of the bent printing
plate stands as a lost form. She is deprived of the
possibility of reproduction, even if the image Tarlabaşıs can be perceived pale. The newly assumed
form of the object, is the form of the aluminium
fences surrounding the site. It is the material representation of the repressive urban politics and the
handling of marginalized parts of the population.
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59

Under Layers, Stories, History
70 × 100 cm
Installation, woodcut printing block, garnet cartridge
2015

70 years after the end of World War II, the people
of Central Europe are facing the manifestation of
their history. The reified images of the failure of
the two preceding generations, in the shadow of
the dehumanization and industrial extermination
of life, pile up before us without being understood
as monuments. They are real towers casting their
shadows over cities. They are the pavements we
enter, the homes we live in, the logs that give us
warmth. The annual rings have been laid leisurely
over the metal teeth of the war. They get stuck
in the flesh of the wood and come to the surface
through the shattering teeth of the sawmill. Wood,
into which I cut metal, is also the wood into which
the war dug its iron. „This is not a woodcut. It‘s a
print of history.”
Today the metal detector belongs to the tool of
a forestry worker in some places. If the chainsaw
hits splinters of shell in the wood, the saw chain
can be severely damaged. Much more serious are
the damages to the machines of a modern sawmill. Garnet splinters in the wood not only increase
the cost of harvesting the wood and reduce the
sales proceeds from the wood, but also represent
a safety risk for forest workers in sawmills.
The garnet in the flesh of the tree comes from
human hands. In 1944, every fourth hand was
non-German. Every fourth grenade, every fourth
tank, every fourth projectile was made by the
hands of a forced laborer. In the Salzgitter
Bad subcamp of the concentration camp Neuengamme, 500 women produced grenade casings
for just such projectiles, some of which missed
their target and dug themselves into the bark of a
tree.
When the women and other prisoners have been
evacuated in cattle wagons to the Bergen Belsen
concentration camp on April 8, 1945, the train was
bombed by an American squadron of pilots. At
least 170 prisoners lost their lives. Some escaped
into the open and fled to a nearby forest area, the
„Neustädter Holz”. The police, Wehrmacht, and
SS were ordered to arrest the fugitives. Supported
by the Volkssturm and the civilian population, the
prisoners were persecuted, as a result of which
more than 300 prisoners were shot and beaten to
death. Today, a monument designed by the artist
Johnny Lucius near the freight station commemorates the murder of the escaped prisoners. The
monument is a living tree.
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„Pyjama Man” - A Monument to Wels II
2×4m
Photo Sketch, Plot
2019

The subcamp Wels II of the concentration camp
Mauthausen was erected on 25 March 1945 and
abandoned on 13 April. Accordingly, it existed for
exactly 20 days. A total of about 2400 prisoners
were brought to Wels II, where they were primarily
used to repair bomb damage around the destroyed
main station. The prisoners conditions were extremely harsh. The prisoners were accommodated
in a hall in the Noitzmühle district of Wels, which
was not fenced and had neither sanitary facilities
nor a kitchen or beds. The prisoners had to sleep
on straw scattered on the ground. They were
guarded by SS members and „Volkssturm” units.
The exact number of deaths is not known. According to SS records, at least 54 of them died.

Diploma Thesis

Today there is a children‘s playground on the site
of the subcamp surrounded by municipal residential buildings. If a monument is to include the
current use of a place, it must also appeal to children and integrate into the space of a playground.
Here, colour and figuration become a relevant
factor.
The title „Pyjama Man” refers to the first recipients,
the children playing at the site of the monument,
whose first association is likely to be a figure in
pyjamas.
The figurative representation of a concentration
camp prisoner is already well known. However, I
am not trying to reissue either the image of the
suffering body or that of the triumphant fighting
prisoner. Instead, I choose a „naive” representation that refers less to the depiction of historical
persons and facts than to the socially constructed
image of the prisoner, which, carried by depictions in history books, films, other media, and our
distance to the historical events, has passed into
the collective memory as a postnatal generation.

seriousness of the sincerely impartial. The supposed simplicity and harmlessness appeared as
the central elements of the primary reception by
the children in this place. In my opinion, these elements are to be understood as part of the pyjama
in so far as they reinforce and animate its association with the cultural function of the garment.
In it, this lightness acquires a depth from which
the necessary seriousness in the secondary reception, the involvement of the parents, follows
through the memories.
The choice of figuration results from the addressing of children, who even more often than adults
treat images as living beings and can therefore establish a lighter reference to the representational.
The art historian William J. T. Michel writes with
reference to our handling of images: „No modern,
rational, secular person thinks that images must
be treated like persons, but we always seem to be
willing to make exceptions for special cases.” 1
This can be observed very often with children.
Rocking horses and dolls are given names and
provided with „food”. These interactions should
become an inherent part of the function of my
monument. So that the „pyjama man” at the playground, through the interaction of the children,
directly or indirectly addresses the question to the
adults about what „he” is doing and why „he” is
standing there.
They are forced to explain or refuse. Even a refusal is a process of remembrance. To consciously
choose not to tell a child what the character
means requires a brief moment of remembrance
or confrontation.
1 W. J. T. Mitchell, „The Life of Images”, Verlag C. H.
Beck, 2008, p. 49

This image is flawed and blurred in many ways. But
it is precisely this blurring that makes it interesting
for me as a starting point for a further memory.
It is, so to speak, „easily” accessible, because its
inaccuracy moves violence and crimes that are
difficult to imagine a little into the distance. But in
my opinion not to the extent that it would not be
possible to return recipients to the historical facts,
however difficult they may be to digest.
With regard to my presentation, I have used the
word „naive” as a crutch, by which I mean the
62
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Biography

Born 1990 in Linz, Austria
Lives in Vienna, Austria
Since 2014
Studies at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna in the
master class of Gunter Damisch, Veronika Dirnhofer and Christian Schwarzwald. As at the Academy of Fine Arts in Prague in the studio of Vladimír
Skrepl.
2019
Diploma at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna at the
Institute for Artistic Teaching IKL, Department of
Art and Communication under Prof. Elke Krasny,
Ph.D.
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Solo Exhibitions

2019
•

Grotesques of Everyday Life, Kolja Kramer
Fine Arts, Vienna, Austria

2018
•
•
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ADA is Leo Mayr, ADA, Vienna, Austria
Bestiarium, Spectacle, Vienna, Austria
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Group Exhibitions

2019
•

Kroiss and Mayr invite, Art and Culture Association FORTUNA, Vienna, Austria

2018
•
•
•

Young Art for Peace, MOYA, Vienna, Austria
Young Vienna Surreal, Kolja Kramer Fine Arts,
Vienna, Austria
Open Studio Days AVU, Academy of Fine Arts in
Prague, Prague, Czech Republic

2017
•

•
•
•

We all three work with Colour, University Library
of the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna, Vienna,
Austria
Kunst am Bau, Upper Austria. Weißkirchen an
der Traun, Austria
Polymetric lines, the Manfred, Vienna, Austria
The hole in the ozone layer is bigger than ever,
University Library of the Academy of Fine Arts
Vienna, Vienna, Austria

2016
•
•
•

Space for origin - new roots, old borders,
ip forum, Vienna, Austria
Encounter with the Other, District Council
Wieden, Vienna, Austria
5 Years of Kunstschaffen, The Art Gallery
Vienna, Vienna, Austria

2015
•
•
•
•
•

have you seen our house 2, MoÈ, Vienna, Austria
Printed, artunited, Vienna, Austria
Walk of Art 2015, Margaretenstraße, Vienna,
Austria
Staring at walls, Supera, Vienna, Austria
Educational moves, Tanzquartier, Vienna, Austria

2014
•

Wir machen Schule, Künstlerhaus Vienna,
Vienna, Austria

2013
•
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Hop on Hop off, IKL Academy of Fine Arts Vienna,
Vienna, Austria
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Contact

Leo Mayr
Braunhubergasse 25-29/5/9
1110 Vienna
Austria
+43 (0) 699 15095017
mail@leomayr.at
www.leomayr.at
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